
Assembly Diagram

H-78Y,H-88Y,H-10Y,H-12Y,H-11Y,H-24Y,H-22Y,32Y,H-34Y,H-13Y,H-77Y,H-42-Y,

H-44Y,H-52Y,H-60Y,H-64Y,H-71Y,H-72-Y,H-82Y,H-90Y,H-91Y,H-92Y,H-93Y,H-76Y

Pot Rack Support (Small)
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Frame

Chain (2)

Variable Length

1/4" Threaded

nipple assembly (1)

Heavy duty ball (1)

1/4" Hex nut (1)

1/4" Nipple (1)

U-Loop assembly (2)

1/8" Hex nut (4)

1/8" Lock washer (4)

Adjust chain length

to suit fixture height

Chain from fixture

Junction box

Grounding screw (1)

Mounting strap (1)

8-32 (2)

8-32 (2)

Mounting Instruction for Small Pot Racks:

1.  Disconnect power at main electrical box before installing fixture.

2.  Break one chain from each chain length and put one chain link on each U-loop.

3.  Mount both U-loops to the decorative mounting canopy with the 3/8" hex nut and lock washers provided. Make sure

     there is one chain link on each U-loop before mounting them.

4.  Thread the nipple 1/4" through the mounting strap and use the hex nut to lock into place. Before you tighten the hex

     nut slide the canopy over the nipple to make sure you have enough room to mount the heavy duty ball on the

     bottom of the canopy (about 1/2").

5.  Attach the mounting strap the the junction box with the (2) 8/32 screws or larger. The junction box and mounting

    strap must be reinforced.

6.  Measure the height you want the fixtures to hang off your table and adjust chain accordingly.

7.  Connect the black outlet wire (hot) to the smooth fixture wires with a wire nut. Connect the white outlet wire

     (neutral) to the ribbed fixture wires. Connect the ground wire from the fixture to the green ground screw on the

     mounting or connect fixture ground to the junction box ground wire. You must have a ground running to your

     junction box as well.

8.  Connect Aircraft cable from fixture to adequate structural support. Do not attach to junction box.

9.  Slide the decorative mounting canopy over nipple and outlet box and screw  the heavy duty ball on the

     nipple to hold the canopy and fixture in place.
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